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1 Introduction

It is a long and sometimes di±cult way from the moment a patient enters a doctor's o±ce

to establishing the diagnosis and giving the appropriate treatment. The physician starts

with taking the medical history from the patient himself or from the people accompanying

him if he is unconscious, with speech di±culties or a young child. The medical history

contains personal data /name, date of birth, address etc/, family history, past medical

conditions and the present symptoms in their chronology. Then the physician makes a

physical examination of all accessible organs and systems. The physician orders routine

and sometimes more specialized tests and examinations which could help establish the

diagnosis. The physician evaluates the data accumulated and concludes which of them

are pathologic and to what extent, are they signi¯cant for establishing the causes for the

current status of the patient and for the possible diagnosis. In this process of decision

making the physician sort the data, keeping some pieces of information and ignoring

others.

The practitioner must ¯rst cluster or link some or all of the collected signs and symp-

toms, and determine any emerging patterns, meaningful groups, and formulate hypothe-
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ses. This phase is often referred to as hypothesis formulation (initial, preliminary diag-

nosis). The formulation of hypotheses or tentative conclusions helps focus further data

collection e®orts on a manageable group of possibilities.

During the next stage of diagnostic reasoning, the physician focuses on gathering

data (laboratory tests, x-ray pictures, etc.) to support or reject the previously generated

hypotheses.

Once the physician is satis¯ed that all reasonable explanations for the initial set of

signs and symptoms have been thoroughly investigated, each hypothesis must be evaluated

in the light of the new evidence that has been collected and a ¯nal diagnosis or conclusion

reached.

On the course of the ¯nal phase of decision making the physician determines which

explanation has the most supporting data and chooses this hypothesis as the diagnosis.

On some cases, however, the clinician can only eliminate hypotheses until only the one

with the highest probability remains.

The concept of a Generalized Net (GN) is described in [1].

2 A generalized net model

Here we shall construct a global GN-model for the purpose of diagnosing a de¯nite disease

entity. For used de¯nitions and notations related see [1,2].

The tokens enter the GN with an initial characteristic \patient with signs and symp-

toms suggesting illness".

Z1 =< fl1; l4g; l2g;
l2

l1 true

l4 true

> :

The tokens obtain the characteristic \a detailed patient's personal and family history,

and a complete physical examination are essential" in place l2.

Z2 =< fl2g; fl3; l4g;
l3 l4

l2 W2;3 W2;4

>;

W2;3 = \the signs and symptoms are suggestive of some common or rare disease",

W2;4 = :W2;3.

The tokens obtain the characteristic \a combination of ¯ndings is necessary to establish

an initial diagnosis" in place l3 and they do not obtain any characteristic in place l4 .
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Z3 =< fl3; l11g; fl5; l6g;
l5 l6

l3 W3;5 W3;6

l11 W11;5 W11;6

>;

W3;5 =W11;5 = \there is con¯rmatory combination of ¯ndings",

W3;6 =W11;6 = :W3;5:

The tokens obtain the characteristics \an initially reliable diagnosis is established" in

place l5 and \further examinations are necessary" in place l6.

Z1

?
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?
Z3

?

Z4

?

Z5

?

Z6

?
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-
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-
-
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-
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Z4 =< fl5g; fl7; l8g;
l7 l8

l5 W5;7 W5;8

>;

W5;7 = \there are no ¯ndings which cast doubt on the accepted diagnosis",

W5;8 = :W5;7.

The tokens obtain the characteristics \the dignosis is con¯rmed" in place l7 and \the

diagnosis is doubtfull" in place l8 .

Z5 =< fl6g; fl9; l10; l11g;
l9 l10 l11

l6 W6;9 W6;10 W6;11

>;

W6;9 = \there are ¯ndings which cast doubt on the initial diagnosis",

W6;10 = \the ¯ndings con¯rm the initial diagnosis",

W6;11 = \the ¯ndings are not su±cient to con¯rm the initial diagnosis".

The tokens do not obtain any characteristic in places l9 and l11 and they obtain the

characteristic \the dignosis is con¯rmed" in place l10.
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Z6 =< fl8; l9g; l12g;
l12

l8 true

l9 true

> :

The tokens obtain the characteristic \the patient is referred to a specialist for further

evluation" in place l12.
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